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Motivation: Recent advances in transcriptomics have enabled unprecedented insight into gene expression analysis at a single-cell resolution. While it is anticipated that the number of publications
based on such technologies will increase in the next decade, there is currently no public resource to
centralize and enable scientists to explore single-cell datasets published in the field of reproductive
biology.
Results: Here, we present a major update of the ReproGenomics Viewer (RGV), a cross-species
and cross-technology web-based resource of manually-curated sequencing datasets related to reproduction. The redesign of RGV's architecture is accompanied by significant growth of the database
content including several landmark single-cell RNA sequencing datasets. The implementation of
additional tools enables users to visualize and browse the complex, high-dimensional data now being
generated in the reproductive field.
Availability and implementation: The ReproGenomics Viewer resource is freely accessible at
http://rgv.genouest.org. The website is implemented in Python, JavaScript, and MongoDB, and is
compatible with all major browsers. Source codes can be downloaded from
https://github.com/fchalmel/RGV.
Contact: frederic.chalmel@inserm.fr
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.
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Introduction

Advances in ultra-high-throughput sequencing technologies, including
increased accuracy, diverse applications, and decreased overall cost have

significantly contributed to their democratization (Sims et al., 2014). As
these techniques became more popular, a myriad of datasets were published, and their corresponding raw sequence read data made available
from public repositories, such as the Sequence Read Archive (Kodama et
al., 2012). While several databases devoted to reproductive biology were
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suite (Ramírez et al., 2016) is used to convert the alignment files (bam
files) into standard coverage tracks (bigWig files). During this process,
coverage values are scaled by using a constant factor corresponding to
the maximum number of mapped reads in all samples of a given dataset,
divided by the number of mapped reads in the corresponding sample.
The next step involves v) cross-species conversion, during which the
genome coordinates of the scaled coverage tracks are converted to the
other reference genomes indexed in the RGV system with CrossMap
(Zhao et al., 2014), based on the pairwise whole genome alignment files
(chain files) provided by the UCSC genome browser (Kuhn et al., 2013)
(Fig. 1, panel C). Finally, and only for transcriptomic datasets (Fig. 1,
panel D), vi) expression at the gene level is accurately quantified for
transcriptome studies by applying the StringTie suite (cuffquant and
cuffnorm tools) (Pertea et al., 2015) on the alignment files (bam files). A
principal component analysis is also performed with the FactoMineR
package implemented in R (Lê et al., 2008) to project samples onto the
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developed to provide access to relevant microarray-based transcriptomics data (Lee et al., 2010; Hsueh and Rauch, 2012; Luk et al., 2015; Hua
et al., 2015; Lardenois et al., 2010; Schuster et al., 2016; Lee et al.,
2009; Zhang et al., 2013), until recently no resources were able to manage ultra-high-throughput sequencing data. To deal with these data, in
2015 we introduced the ReproGenomics Viewer (RGV) (Darde et al.,
2015), a web-based genomic resource for researchers of the reproductive
science community. Its aim was to centralize and offer easy access to the
published sequencing datasets (e.g., RNA-seq, ChIP-seq, and MNaseseq) that have accumulated in this field by overcoming the standard
technical issues regarding data format, technology, and cross-species
comparison. The system was based on implementation of a ‘JBrowse
genome browser’ (Buels et al., 2016). It also included unique features
such as the conversion of genome coordinates between species for the
direct comparison of data acquired in different organisms. The ReproGenomics Viewer was thus not only a multi- but also a cross-species
resource for comparing genomics data.
More recently, the rapid emergence of novel technologies enabling the
study of biological systems at a single-cell resolution (Linnarsson and
Teichmann, 2016) has again presented serious concerns for the storage,
mining, and visualization of such complex datasets (Raja et al., 2017).
Several dedicated databases and webservers have been set up to host
(Cao et al., 2017; Abugessaisa et al., 2018) and to explore (Lang et al.,
2015; DeTomaso and Yosef, 2016; Zhu et al., 2017; Weinreb et al.,
2018) single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) datasets.
In response to the incoming wave of studies at a single-cell resolution
in reproductive biology, we would like to introduce the new release of
RGV. Single-cell transcriptome profiling has already contributed substantially to deepening our understanding of reproductive processes in
mammals, including gonad development (Stévant et al., 2018; Han et al.,
2018), spermatogonial stem cell biology (Li et al., 2017; Guo et al.,
2017), and spermatogenesis (Lukassen et al., 2018). The novel architecture of RGV has been totally redesigned and now offers several visualization tools for browsing complex high-dimensional sequencing data
including single-cell genomic data. The database content has also grown
dramatically and now covers 11 biological topics related to reproduction
in 9 species, including 5 landmark scRNA-seq studies. To the best of our
knowledge, RGV provides the most comprehensive resource of manually-curated ultra-high-throughput sequencing data in the field of reproduction currently available and thus enables researchers to explore this
invaluable source of information.

2.1

Data curation and processing

Ac

As previously described (Darde et al., 2015), the backbone of the ReproGenomics Viewer relies on a six-step pipeline to consistently download, curate, organize and process data within the system (Fig. 1, panels
A-D). Briefly, i) PubMed, SRA, and GEO identifiers assigned to a given
study are manually extracted (Fig. 1, panel A). These database entries are
then used to mine other information relevant for describing the datasets,
such as the species and the technologies. Manual curation is further
required to standardize sample names across studies and to gather specific information about, for example, whether or not the RNA sequencing
protocol is directional. Next, ii) raw data (sra files) are downloaded from
the NCBI SRA repository. The sequencing reads (fastq files) are then iii)
aligned to the appropriate reference genome with STAR v2.0 (Dobin and
Gingeras, 2015) (Fig. 1, panel B). After read mapping iv), the deepTools

first two components.

Fig. 1. The RGV data processing pipeline. A) A schematic diagram of the strategy used
to organize and process each individual sample in the RGV system from the published
datasets. The information used to structure and organize the data – the Pubmed, GEO, and
SRA IDs – are manually extracted from the publication first before automatic extraction
and manual curation (species name, biological topic, technology, samples, etc). Raw data

(.sra files) are next downloaded from the NCBI SRA archive and processed (see below,
B-D), leading to the generation of two types of files: first, an indexed binary (bigWig or
.bw) file for each sample, to enable fast remote access to the data in the genome browser;
second, a tabulation-separated value (.tsv) file for each transcriptomic study, used to
summarize gene expression levels in the violin and scatter plot visualization tools. B-D) A
schematic diagram of the RGV data processing workflow. B) After download, the SRA
Toolkit is used to convert raw data (.sra) files into .fastq files, which are further mapped
on their corresponding genome sequences with STAR v2.0. Next, alignment (.bam) files
are converted into standard coverage (.bw) files with the deepTools suite, with a scaling
factor used to normalize the coverage of all samples within a given study. When strand
information is available, two .bw files per sample (+/-) are generated, i.e. one for each
strand of the chromosomes. C) A cross-species conversion is performed next, with the
CrossMap tool and the chain files from the UCSC genome browser. This process allows
the visualization of data from any species on a selected reference genome (human, mouse,
chicken, and zebrafish in the current version). D) Specifically, for transcriptomic data,
expression is quantified at the gene level with the StringTie suite on individual .bam files,
by providing the reference annotation GTF file and using the cuffquant and cuffnorm
tools. This procedure generates the gene expression matrix (.tsv file) suitable for the
violin plot and the scatter plot visualization tools.

2.2

Data storage, management, and retrieval

The ReproGenomics Viewer database is based on MongoDB
(https://www.mongodb.com), a free, open-source, and cross-platform
document-oriented database program. This NoSQL database technology

Article short title

Web interface

The web interface is implemented using two web frameworks, Pyramid (https://trypyramid.com/) and AngularJS (https://angularjs.org/).
Pyramid embeds many features, such as a REST API, a JSON renderer,
and compatibility with SMTP servers. AngularJS, on the other hand, is
an open JavaScript framework that extends traditional HTML vocabulary; it allows implementation of readable and quickly developable web
environments. To handle website traffic and to provide data security,
scalability, and deployment, every component of RGV (including website server, MongoDB database, and Elasticsearch server) are hosted on
separate
individual
virtual
machines,
with
Docker
(https://www.docker.com) as a container system.
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2.3

scientists to explore all sequencing datasets listed in the ‘Studies’ tab. In
the past few months, the RGV database content has grown qualitatively
and quantitatively through the numerous requests from researchers of the
reproductive science community. As of July 2018, the system embeds
2’970 samples from 79 published studies that were carefully curated
before data processing and integration (Supplementary Table 1). Altogether these studies cover 11 biological topics related to the biology of
reproduction in 9 species and involve 14 “-omics” technologies, including ATAC-seq and single-cell RNAseq (Table 1).

Table 1. RGV content evolution.

Number of studies
Number of samples
Number of tissues/cells
Number of biological topics
Number of technologies

Visualization tools
3.2

3.1

Results

Overview and current content

The ReproGenomics Viewer website has a minimalist and userfriendly web interface. Its responsive design meets all modern web
standards and enables users to display RGV on all their devices (desktops, tablets, and smartphones). Briefly, the home page and the top
navigation bar offer rapid access to the visualization tools that allow

24
274
26
2
5

79
2970
64
11
14

The genome browser from RGV offers fluid and intuitive genomic
navigation among chromosomes of nine species and thus allows multiple
users to process data simultaneously. All datasets are formatted and
configured for visual display at varying levels of resolution; users can
pan and zoom efficiently over a genomic sequence region and simply
turn genomics tracks on or off. The background of each track name is
color-coded so that samples belonging to the same experimental condition share a similar color.
The full set of available tracks is listed in the faceted track selector
tool that enables dynamic queries of RGV's large datasets by the successive application of a series of intersecting filters. This is made possible
by the indexation of all study metadata into a CSV file, which facilitates
access to information related to biological topics, tissues, age, and technologies (Fig. 2, panel A).
As previously described, one key feature of the RGV data processing
workflow is the use of pair-wise alignment files provided by UCSC to
perform cross-species conversion of genome coordinates. This allows the
direct comparison of experiments in different organisms and thus makes
the genome browser not only a multi-species but also a cross-species tool
for comparing reproductive genomics data. In addition, the improved
processing workflow considers the directionality of the library preparation kits; it can therefore display genomic information associated with
the forward and reverse strands on two independent tracks per sample
(one for each strand) when applicable (Fig. 2, panel B).
Importantly, the genome browser of RGV also integrates genetic variants known to be associated with reproductive disorders and fertility
issues from the ClinVar database (Landrum et al., 2018), as well as the
genomic distribution of sequence conservation scores (PhastCons score)
provided by the UCSC genome browser (Kuhn et al., 2013).
It is also noteworthy that users can directly upload their individual
coverage (bigWig) and annotation (gtf, gff3, and vcf) files into the
genome browser by using the option ‘Open’ in the ‘File’ tab. These
uploaded data are accessible only during the user session and remain
totally private.
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The genome browser tool: interactive exploration of
large genomic datasets
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The ReproGenomics Viewer provides three ways to display datasets,
including a genome browser and two gene-level visualization tools: the
violin plot and the scatter plot.
The genome browser offers a full-featured and highly flexible display
for genomic annotations and data via a high-performance, dynamic web
interface powered by the implementation of a JBrowse web server (Buels
et al., 2016). This system is fully compatible with a large spectrum of
data types (fasta, gff, bam, bedGraph, wig, bigWig). The modular design
of Jbrowse made it possible to implement three plugins to add new
features
to
the
system:
i)
multibigwig
(https://github.com/elsiklab/multibigwig), which allows users to plot
multiple samples from the same dataset on a single track, thereby facilitating
data
visualization;
ii)
Bookmarks-JBrowse
(https://github.com/awilkey/bookmarks-jbrowse/), which enables them to
save selected tracks and options into a list of bookmarks and to add
descriptions
and/or
comments;
iii)
Screen
Shot
(https://github.com/bhofmei/jbplugin-screenshot), which lets users save a
high-quality screenshot by using a dedicated dialog box with options
including file format, size, quality, and track configuration.
The two gene-level visualization tools were built with Plotly.js, a
high-level, declarative charting library based on the famous web graphical library D3.js. Like box plots, the violin plot is a method for representing the distribution of quantitative data (here, gene expression)
across several groups of samples by using quartiles, but it also features a
kernel density estimation (probability density) of the underlying distribution. The scatter plot enables exploration of complex datasets and the
efficient visualization of a single gene's expression pattern following the
projection of all samples in a lower-dimensional space.

2015
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provides relevant features for RGV, such as flexible storage of massive
and rapidly changing types of data, data replication, and JavaScript
compatibility.
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Fig. 2. The RGV genome browser. A) JBrowse faceted track selector. The track(s) to be displayed can be selected by applying successive filters to the track metadata. Data can be
searched using (1) the topics-related panel and/or can be queried with (2) the text search engine. (3) Studies and data matching the search criteria are displayed in the track list panel for
further selection. B) Genome browser overview. A screen capture from the RGV genome browser, showing the genomic environment of the human acrosin gene (ACR; Gene ID: 49), is
presented together with the RefSeq annotation (green and orange boxes correspond to untranslated and coding exons, respectively, and the dark line represents introns) in the human
genome (hg38). The RNA-seq analysis of human testicular cells from Jégou et al. was selected (Jégou et al., 2017), showing the expression of ACR from the plus strand (“+” tracks) in

spermatocytes and spermatids, and that of the LOC105373100 lncRNA (Gene ID: 105373100) from the minus strand (“-“ tracks) in spermatids. To illustrate the cross–species and crosstechnology capabilities of RGV, three studies in rats and mice were also selected. The RNA-seq data of rat testicular cells demonstrate the conserved expression of ACR in spermatocytes
and spermatids (Chalmel et al., 2014), while ChIP-seq data for A-MYB, H3K4me3, and RNA polymerase II in the adult mouse testis (Li et al., 2013) and ATAC-seq data in wild-type and
Scml2-/- mouse spermatogonia, spermatocytes, and spermatids (Maezawa et al., 2018) suggest that A-MYB plays a role, independent of SCML2, in regulating ACR expression in meiotic
and post-meiotic germ cells by binding to its proximal promoter.
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of high-dimensional data (Lang et al., 2015; DeTomaso and Yosef,
2016; Cao et al., 2017; Weinreb et al., 2018).
These tools allow users to display quantitative (e.g. gene expression or
chromatin accessibility) or qualitative (e.g. copy number variations)
information in extremely large datasets that may contain several thousand samples or cells.
For this purpose, the scatter plot (and the violin plot to a lesser extent)
relies especially on dimensionality reduction methods such as the tdistributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding approach (t-SNE) (Van Der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008). As of July 2018, five scRNA-seq datasets
relevant to male and female gonad development (Han et al., 2018;
Stévant et al., 2018), primordial germ and adult spermatogonial stem
cells (Li et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2017), and spermatogenesis (Lukassen
et al., 2018) have already been indexed in RGV, and other unpublished
studies are underways in the process of being submitted (Stévant et al.,
in preparation; Lardenois et al., in preparation). Of note is that although
both the scatter plot and the violin plot were initially designed for singlecell studies, they are also fully compatible with and available for all
“bulk” RNA-seq studies hosted in RGV.
Studies of interest can be selected through a dataset selector in the
form of a table to which users can apply successive criteria (Fig. 3, panel
A). In the scatter plots, the spatial distribution of all cells in a selected
study is, by default, color-coded according to the subpopulation classes
to which they belong (as published in the corresponding study) (Fig. 3,
panel B). Users are then invited to select one or more genes of interest so
that each individual cell is color-coded according to its relative expression level (Fig. 3, panel C). This feature could thus help users to identify
novel markers specific for particular cell subpopulations, or simply to
query their favorite genes.

ed

3.4

RGV documentation and data download

The website provides a ‘Tutorial’ section containing several media
types to allow researchers to become rapidly able to use the ReproGenomics Viewer. Moreover, all scripts and data generated or used are
freely available through the ‘Download’ page and the GitHub repository
(https://github.com/fchalmel/RGV). The genome browser tool implemented in RGV lets users download each available individual track by
choosing a track of interest and then clicking on ‘Save track data’.

pt

Fig. 3. The RGV visualization tools. Large datasets that may contain hundreds to
thousands of cells or samples can be browsed and investigated through both the scatter
plot (A and B) and the violin plot (C) visualization tools, which are also compatible with
the bulk transcriptomic datasets hosted in RGV. The single-cell RNA sequencing analysis

ce

of mouse sf1+ fetal testicular cells is taken as an example (Stévant et al., 2018). A) Cells
are displayed according to the T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE)
coordinates as originally published and can be color-coded according to different classes
of cells defined by the authors (cell types, developmental stages, etc). B) The expression

Ac

levels of selected genes (Sox9 in this example) can then be displayed within each cell,
which are color-coded according to the scale bar. C) Finally, the expression of candidate

genes (Sox9 again in this example) within classes of cells (cell types, developmental
stages, etc) can be summarized with violin plots; kernel density estimation makes it
possible to display the full distribution of expression values.

3.3

Gene-level visualization tools: towards shifting paradigms in reproductive biology with single-cell sequencing

The current release of RGV embeds two new visualization tools: the
violin plot and the scatter plot. Both are part of the current graphical
arsenal used by the “single-cell” community for visualizing the structure

4

Conclusion and perspectives

We report a new version of the ReproGenomics Viewer resource intended to contribute to the reproductive science community by facilitating the centralization and harmonization of the sequencing data we have
together accumulated. The system includes a unique workflow for sequencing data management, curation, processing, organization, and
comparison across species. With the recent democratization of singlecell genomics, the number of these studies will increase rapidly in the
near future. To deal efficiently with this new information, we have
complemented existing features with two novel visualization tools, the
scatter plot and the violin plot, which enable a more in-depth investigation of these highly complex datasets. This logical transition from “bulk”
to single-cell approaches is also accompanied by additional major
changes to the system, including a new user-friendly and powerful
project selector that makes dataset retrieval and mining easier. Since the
original publication (Darde et al., 2015), the database content has also
increased dramatically – there are now 12 times as many samples as in
2015, covering four times as many biological topics related to reproductive biology. To the best of our knowledge, the ReproGenomics Viewer

TA. Darde et al.
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from a wide range of species to cover additional biological topics relevant to reproductive biology. In our continuous effort to help researchers
make the most of the technological breakthroughs in the life sciences, we
also intend to make RGV compatible with other technologies, such as
proteomics and bisulfite sequencing experiments. Other genetic information related to reproductive disorders (such as GWAS and Quantitative trait loci information from diverse sources and diverse model organisms) will also be added to the genome browser tool, as we already plan
to integrate data from the GWAS catalog database (Welter et al., 2014).
To keep the resource up-to-date, we strongly encourage scientists to
request new datasets and types of data to be added to the system. Indeed,
in view of the community’s demand for direct and easy access to processed data, we think that making raw data available to the community
may be insufficient. We also encourage scientists to upload their own
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could create a win-win situation for all parties, since submitted studies
would benefit from enhanced visibility, while the community would take
advantage of a continually updated resource. In this context we would
like to draw attention to an important issue, which does not concern only
RGV, but all (omics) databases in life sciences. Researchers often cite
the studies hosted by the databases, but they forget to cite the databases
themselves. These citations, however, are essential for the teams that
develop and maintain such resources.
The ReproGenomics Viewer is a valuable resource for and supported
by researchers in the field of reproductive biology. This system may help
scientists and clinicians to overcome the data format and species issues
so that they can compare their own datasets with relevant published
studies. The very positive feedback of scientists, at international conferences notably, encourages us to maintain our effort and to improve RGV
further in terms of both its content and its functionalities. The modular
design of the RGV could be applied to other biological domains studied
in several model organisms. In that sense, we believe that the ReproGenomics Viewer resource can serve as a reference database in the life
sciences.
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